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EDITOR’S RANT
I will admit, I do like a good conspiracy theory.
While I wouldn’t admit to being paranoid about alien cohabitation or being on watch lists, there are undoubtedly
moments when the wildest theories turn out to be frighteningly
close to the truth – or even fall short of the reality.
Australia’s ‘she’ll be right’ mantra probably shields us from
greater frequency of theories of cover-ups and the Machiavellian
behaviour of governments and mega-corporations.
But that doesn’t mean to say Australia is immune from such
realities from time to time. Many easy-going Aussies were
scandalised to hear of ASIO’s tapping of the phones of foreign
diplomats and even their families. This may not amount to a
Watergate or a 911 connivance, but then, we really have no idea
how far such espionage activities go.
Over the past couple of years I have heard increasing scuttlebutt
about the exemption of casinos in the both trade restrictions
and reporting – in New South Wales, and possibly soon, in
Queensland too.
On the eve of pivotal moments in this arena in both States, it seemed timely to put together some facts, dates and even
some potentially fallacious accusations on the cancerous demise of CBD hospitality in Sydney and Brisbane, and the
salacious benefactors of same.
I wouldn’t presume to understand the truth going on in private meetings, and thus wouldn’t presume I could present
the scoop. But requiring a long-form format not usually possible in the fast-paced brevity-dominated and hot-footed
PubTIC Newsletter, the brains(?) behind the scenes pulling the strings determined the first edition of PubTIC Magazine
for 2016 should feature some measure of insight into the friend or foe that is the casino.
Cover image – Terminus Hotel, Geelong c.1861.
Courtesy State Library of Victoria
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– Image: Google maps
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BIG NEWS
$500m NEW PUB
FUND KICKS OFF WITH
VAUXHALL
Published 29 January
A group of investors including publican Andrew Lazarus and
entrepreneur Stuart King have launched a new $500 million
pub fund.

BALMAIN PUB GROUP
BUYS BALMAIN’S TOWN
HALL
Published 10 February

News has emerged that the unlisted Bondi Asset Management
(BAM) has begun its portfolio acquisition with Lazarus’
Vauxhall Inn, in Granville. Currently #68 on the OLGR list of
top gaming venues, The Australian reports its value at $28
million.
Lazarus will continue to operate his Eastern Hotels Group
(EHG), which last year purchased Liverpool’s Macquarie Hotel
for $25 million, and Lantern Group’s El Toro, in Warwick Farm,
for $23 million.

Further staking its claim to being the Balmain Pub Group, Nick
Wills’ company has bought Balmain’s Town Hall.

There is no suggestion yet either of these top gaming venues
will also join BAM, but there is the additional possibility of a
second BAM fund to be launched in the future by Lazarus and
King, and EHG assets may yet find a new home with investors
to that vehicle.

Still mourning parting with his beloved Riverview Hotel, Wills
told PubTIC the Town Hall Hotel fits perfectly with their plans
for conquest.

Lazarus has recently completed the sale of his troubled Soho
nightclub, in Kings Cross, for just north of $10 million. A “wellknown property developer” has reportedly taken over the
hotelier’s plans to convert the prominent site into a mixed-use
residential asset.

“It’s such a great location. First and foremost we’ll get some
fundamentals in place as we see them, like tidy up the
presentation, a lick of paint and new furniture.

King is a former director of Citibank, and senior trader at
Westpac. He formed BAM with Lazarus last February.

“Two down, 22 to go,” said the head of Balmain Pub Group,
which now counts five venues in the portfolio.

“We have some grand plans for it, but want to understand the
business a bit more, and need to operate it for a while first and
evaluate existing staff.”
Aware of the growing pains that come hand-in-hand with
expansion, Wills says attitude plays a big part in determining
staff.
“We’ve got some great depth of talent. We recently inducted
a new general manager, and re-hired a former manager from
the Riverview.
“The Group’s grown a pretty good culture, which is important
to us. I don’t want to employ anyone I don’t want to have a
beer with at the end of the day.”
The freehold going concern transaction, near $7 million, was
managed through CBRE Hotels in conjunction with Knight
Frank.
CBRE national director Dan Dragicevich says the signs are
good for a continuation of the hot market seen in 2015.
“This sale kicks off what is expected to be another strong
year of pub sales – as appetite for quality assets continues, as
borrowing rates remain low for purchasers, and as long-terms
owners look to take advantage of market conditions.
“This transaction is also a classic example of the depth of
buyers for sub-$10M metro assets, showing market buoyancy
is not just limited to the top end of town.”
The vendors were brothers David and Phillipe Du Maurier, who
purchased it in 2003.
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BIG NEWS
IRIS BUYS ‘PROJECT’
PARRAMATTA HOTEL
FOR $38m
Published 22 January
Iris Group has kicked off 2016, purchasing a Parramatta hotel
“as a development” for $38 million.
Located a stone’s throw from Rosehill Racecourse, the
Mercure Parramatta boasts 165 rooms atop a bar, recreation
and function spaces.

The Australian implied Iris paid too much for intentions to
continue operation in its current form, and reported “sources”
as suggesting Sam Arnaout’s company may convert the
accommodation rooms into residential.
PubTIC spoke to Iris Group, which declined to comment on
the subject at this stage.
The Group currently operates two hotels in the Parramatta
region, and is executing a redevelopment.
Last year it divested the newly redeveloped Oxford Hotel in
Drummoyne for $34 million, and sold the Mercure complex
in Potts Point to a Chinese consortium for a reported $170
million.
Iris also purchased Kings Cross’ iconic Bourbon Hotel, then
later the adjacent backpackers building, and then the Empire
Hotel – opening potential for a massive redevelopment of the
block, which is haphazardly transforming from red-light to
gentrified residential.
Parramatta is experiencing incredible levels of development,
with cranes punctuating the entire horizon, each working
toward high-rise accommodation and residential
constructions.
The Mercure transaction was conducted through
Colliers International’s Gus Moors and Harry Bui.

Around 2am they observed security manning entrances, but
not conducting required patrols to mitigate noise from exiting
patrons. People were observed loitering in the vicinity, making
“a considerable amount of noise”.
Breach notices were issued to Ingham-Myers Hotels Pty Ltd
for: selling alcohol to an intoxicated person, and failing to
comply with a licence condition. The bartender was also given
a notice for selling alcohol to an intoxicated person.
Although the hotel initially challenged the notices, guilty
pleas were lodged on all three offences ahead of a hearing in
Armidale Magistrates Court on Monday (25 January).
The licensee was convicted and fined a total of $6,120 for
the two charges plus professional costs. The employee was
convicted and fined $1060 including professional costs.
The Hotel had previously incurred a Strike under the OLGR
disciplinary scheme. The intoxicated person conviction places
it under consideration for another Strike.

LAUNDYS
BUY ON
CENTRAL
COAST
Published 10 February
Growing its existing regional portfolio, which already includes
pubs in Wagga Wagg, Dubbo, Orange and most recently Long
Jetty, the Laundy Group has purchased the only hotel in Tea
Gardens – the Tea Gardens Hotel.
Vendors were Lee & Rob Anderson, who have owned the
property for an amazing 69 years.
The iconic pub, on 3,646 m² adjacent to the ferry wharf,
overlooking the Myall River, is a classic family institution;
two children’s play areas, indoor and outdoor beer gardens,
multiple bars, dining room, gaming and 21 motel suites.
Arthur Laundy reports that while the group is still actively
in the market for large format metropolitan hotels, returns
through coastal and regional assets “represent real value”.
Manenti Quinlan managed the campaign, and Gerry Quinlan
told PubTIC the yield comparison is pretty plain to see.

LICENSEE AND STAFF
PUNISHED FOR BREACHES

Published 27 January
Last July, inspectors from the Office of Liquor, Gaming &
Racing (OLGR) conducted a covert inspection of the New
England Hotel, in Armidale. Inspectors report observing a man
swaying at the bar order three vodka drinks, requiring help to
count money, and returning to his table, where he promptly
fell over. He was then observed skolling the drink.
Inspectors identified themselves and a staff member
instructed the man to leave.

“City yields are now in the region of 8 - 9.5 per cent, while
regional yields are sitting at 13 - 15 per cent.
“It makes the regional market a compelling investment.”
Beyond its facilities and position, MQ cites the hotel’s
potential for tourism, with plenty of local development, and
only 2.5 hours’ drive from Sydney. The local population has
experienced rapid growth, and development is pending on
more than 1,000 nearby lots.
MQ’s John Manenti, who brokered the sale, said it is a typical
example of the Laundy Group’s knack for sourcing hotel assets
with defined upside.
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PubTIC meets
Dixon Hospitality
Dixon Hospitality Group (DHG) has seen an almost meteoric
rise in both portfolio size and industry prominence, expanding
from none to 28 pubs in less than two years, based on an edgy
food-and-bev leasehold model that has both consumer and
publican tongues wagging.

PubTIC spoke with the Dixons about the state of play.
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MAJOR FEATURE

Michael Dixon

In 2012 father and son team Bruce and Michael Dixon
invested in a ‘party’ boat to chauffeur revellers around
Melbourne’s Port Phillip Bay. Approaching the boats as
virtually ‘floating pubs’ the business soon outgrew its
moorings.
“That’s where the whole foray into pubs started,” said Michael.
“We had four boats, and there was definitely no market for
any more. We needed something else to marry into the
business, and that’s when Wayside Inn came about.
“The boats were just small pubs on water. They’re food & bev,
just with a skipper added in. $10k mooring fees compared to
$100k rent is not bad either. More marketing spend, though,
but good fun.”
Bruce Dixon rose to business prominence through a
succession of roles, most recently as CEO of cleaning and
catering giant Spotless. Michael completed university in
Melbourne and determined to live in the US state of New
Jersey for a few years with former schoolmate James Sinclair
(Sporting Globe Hotels). The American east coast lifestyle
agreed with them both and influenced their expectations of
hospitality and enterprise.
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Foundations

pub, with never a thought of a pokie on the site. It has stock-

In May 2015 the freehold of the elegant Imperial Hotel across

well.

standard pub food and good steaks, but you’ve got to do it

from Melbourne’s Parliament house sold for $11.45 million,
representing a tight yield of just 3.6 per cent.

“A lot of people say, ‘It’s just another parma pub’ but at the end
of the day people are going to judge you on that, so it’s got

Tenanted inside was the pub business belonging to Open

to be really decent food. We do all free-range chicken, make

Door Pub Co, which was subsequently wholly acquired by the

them and crumb them ourselves.

Dixons in September. After some capital injection, the already
healthy business is thriving and offers some perspective on
the Dixon philosophy.

“Quality is a never-lose fact, and an important aspect of the
Drink n Dine portfolio we just bought. They’re fun, edgy and
quirky, but make no mistake – the food is focused. Take the

“We’re still going leaseholds,” said Michael. “Definitely not

Forresters here: a lot of thought and time and chefs have gone

going to do any freeholds … it ties up so much capital, and

into the food. Jaime was telling me the pizza menu took them

that’s not where we want to go as a company.

a year before they got it right and put it in here.”

“Generally, I could buy four hotel leaseholds for one freehold,

Basing the Group’s primary focus on food that is both delicious

so why would we change at the moment when we absolutely

and entertaining, the Dixons recognised a synergy with Jaime

back ourselves to get the business model right.

Wirth’s successful Drink n’ Dine operation and approached him

“We’ve just done the rooftop beergarden at the Imperial,

to sell the portfolio. The deal gave the Melbourne-based Dixon

which has been better than our wildest dreams. The kitchen

Hospitality its much-anticipated leg into New South Wales.

is out of a shipping container. We had to shut down Bourke

“I had a burger at the Norfolk a couple of weeks ago, and it

Street four times, different days of the week, to get cranes

was delicious. Had my chef with me, he had the brisket, and

in there. One of the rules of Parliament house is you cannot

said ‘I couldn’t cook this any better’. A brisket burger, you want

cast a shadow over 12 metres from your outset – to prevent

it sloppy and juicy, it’s slow-cooked and falls apart … beautiful.

shadows hitting the steps of Parliament house. That makes the

For $12, that’s cheap as anything.

Imperial so important to us, because no-one can ever build up
around it.

“The venues feed off each other, and that’s very much what
we do in Melbourne as well. Once you’ve got that good

“Downstairs, just a great environment. Great bar, never have

concept started, why can’t you do it at your other hotels on

any trouble, very well behaved crowd and just a good, old

different days? Cooked offsite at the other hotel, then prepared
here.
“That’s what we’re going to try to do in Sydney, and expand
from the concepts Jaime has created here. They’ve got a huge
following too, which is sensational. Why not expand that food
concept they’ve already done? We’ll see if we can’t do a few
pop-ups, or a few vans that maybe go to Manly.”

Growing Strong
Building from the initial Wayside Hotel entry to the market,
DHG quickly set about finding suitable food & bev businesses
around Melbourne to bring into the fold. Open Door Pub Co
was one of the State’s largest leasehold-centric operations,
with 17 venues and a head office with support staff. The
acquisition last September took DHG’s portfolio to 23 venues.
The sheer pace of expansion sparked plenty of speculation as
Imperial Hotel, Melbourne
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to whether DHG would take the next step, into other states.

MAJOR FEATURE

Forresters Hotel, Surry Hills

As the national hub of hospitality Sydney seemed the likely
choice, and sure enough in January the news emerged of the
Drink n’ Dine purchase.
“Sydney is our growth market. We see it as bigger than
Melbourne. We’re definitely going to try to expand in Sydney,
but I’m not going to use the word rapidly, because it all

Industry perspective?
Bridging the Melbourne-Sydney logistics gap is the new
frontier for DHG, but amid industry controversy over trading
hours and patron protections the cultural adjustment may
prove to be another challenge in itself.

depends on what comes up and at what price. We’re only

“The culture of your pub depends a lot on how you treat it.

ever going to go for ones that are our model. We’re not on a

Whether you’ve got security, or just bar staff, it reflects how

spending spree, we’re not about opening everything we can.

you actually want your customers to treat you.

It’s about let’s do it right, and do it well.

“But sometimes it’s hard to tell if a person is intoxicated, and

“The Sydney market’s different from Melbourne. A lot more

just one or two drinks could set them off. A couple of tables

beverage orientated, and a lot more day-drinkers … suits and

in one of our food pubs ended up in an argument and a bit of

silk-backs that don’t mind a couple of beers and a steak at

a fight. It was the start of the night, 6:30 pm, and they’d been

lunch, which is fantastic. Melbourne doesn’t really have a lot

in there 15 minutes. How can you ever predict or stop that?

of hotels that represent that. Drinkers are at night, and how

Sometimes it can be very unfair on the name of the publican

you seduce them in is food-based, which is exactly who we’re

and the hotel, as they’re going to be the headline. Rarely is the

trying to reach in Sydney – that food-based market.

individual named and shamed.”

“We see leaseholds as a real opportunity coming into Sydney,

Acquainted with the NSW regulator’s dreaded list of violent

which has plenty of going concern owners, from one to fifty

venues and Strikes scheme, Michael Dixon praised the

pubs. There will be some looking to move on … why not keep

precedents set in Sydney in addressing anti-social behaviour –

the freehold, sell us the leasehold and be a passive landlord?”

particularly the likes of Justin Hemmes’ ivy, with an impressive
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reduction in incidents whilst being one of the most heavily

time I guess, but we really only did party boats and Wayside

patronised venues in Australia.

together before going out and forming a proper company,

“They’re a fantastic group, aren’t they, Merivale? They just keep

with banks and shareholders.

going and going. They’ve done an amazing job to grow at the

“I may be seen as a bit of the golden child, but it’s been a

rate they have. Hats off to them.

tough five years and at the end of the day you’ve got to create

“I find what I’m trying to do, there’s a fair bit of jealousy

a business that’s actually going to succeed.

out there, and it really is untoward – we’re all in the game

“We’ve gotten to 28 hotels now, and they’re not cookie-cutter.

together. Someone like Justin and his group, I look at in awe,

Every one of them is different, and it’s a big job. A lot of our

and go ‘what can I do to succeed like them?’.

company is built around culture. We work together and try

“It’s good to see people around you succeed – even the pub

and build it.

down the road that’s going better than you. What are they

“My COO, Craig, says ‘surround yourself with people that are

doing that we aren’t? How can we be better? That’s why I hate

smarter than you’. There’s no point employing people you are

the negativity. You’re always going to have competition.

scared may one day take your job. You want them as smart as

“I’ve been very lucky with the inroads I’ve had. Bruce has been

they can be in the hope they can one day take your job. That’s

a big supporter and we’ve been able to come in at the right

the team environment you want.”

Forresters Hotel, Surry Hills
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CASINOS: HOSPITALITY
FRIEND OF FAUX?
Australian hospitality is clearly in a transitional phase.
Traditional values around drinking culture and service
providers are shifting, propelled by the march of technology
and the scourge gripping society – alcohol-fuelled violence.
Or so we are told.
Mainstream media giants Newscorp and Fairfax, far from
being true sources of unbiased news or fairness to facts,
have championed that Australia is seeing an “epidemic” of
violence and anti-social behaviour stemming from alcohol
consumption.
Despite empirical data clearly showing public violence has
dropped consistently for nearly two decades, some highprofile incidents were seized upon as the anecdotal evidence
that there was a problem. The Daily Telegraph pushed hard,
with headlines as brazen as simply “Enough!”
The deaths that sparked the furore in Sydney occurred in
August 2012 and New Years’ Eve 2013. This timeline would
hardly qualify as a “rapid spread affecting many persons”.
And despite both incidents taking place on the streets, prior to
10pm, late-trading venues were painted as the problem in the
picture. Neither of the perpetrators had even been in venues
before their random act of violence.
But perhaps most anomalous of all is the boundary line
stamped across Sydney’s heart, engulfing the troublesome
Kings Cross and trouble-free but undesirable Oxford St
precinct, and wiggling around the city-saving bastions of
prosperity, the casinos – plural.
Echo Entertainment’s The Star, which saw a roughly $1bn
renovation rescue in 2013, already benefited from being
exempt from the NSW Office of Liquor Gaming & Racing’s
(OLGR) list of violent venues.
Going far further, Crown’s self-proposed mega-hotel and
casino on the Barangaroo redevelopment, saw Sydney’s socalled ‘lockout’ zone skirt conveniently around its sprawling
22-hectare site immediately beside the CBD.

Why is it so?
Thomas Kelly and Daniel Christie were both struck in similar
circumstances by unhinged young men on cocktails of godknows-what drugs. These sorry occurrences happened 16
months apart and in neither case involved licensed venues.
Since the successive bouts of trade restrictions have been
imposed, firstly on Kings Cross then the Sydney CBD, many
venue operators – and some independent media – have
come to question why The Star (and in time Crown Casino
at Barangaroo) have been exempt from the rules.
A look back at the timeline reveals some curious
coincidences.
14 | February 2016 PubTIC

proposed Barangaroo casino

August, 2012 – Thomas Kelly killed in Kings Cross when
his head struck the ground after being hit in an unprovoked
attack.
October, 2012 – Premier Barry O’Farrell announced cabinet
had reviewed an unsolicited proposal by Crown for a
second Sydney casino and would now enter into detailed
negotiations.
O’Farrell was criticised on the decision-making process, with
a former NSW Auditor General claiming the public could miss
out on millions of dollars.
Defending his part in the deal, James Packer, whose private
investment vehicle Consolidated Press Holdings (CPH) owns
53 per cent of Crown Resorts, pointed to the reinvigoration
opportunities for Sydney.
“With our harbour and climate, Sydney should be one of the
world’s best destinations, but we are being let down by an
under-investment in quality tourism infrastructure.
“A world-class landmark resort on Sydney Harbour can be the
catalyst to help turn the city around, just as Crown assisted in
the turnaround of Melbourne.”

FEATURE
December, 2012 – The Thomas Kelly Foundation was
established by Ralph Kelly (father of victim) to advocate for
education and regulation around the dangers of alcohol. The
gala launch event was held at The Star.
July, 2013 – Premier O’Farrell announces stage 3 of
negotiations with Crown, where parties negotiate a binding
contract.
31 December, 2013 – Daniel Christie is struck on the streets of
Kings Cross. He died in hospital 11 days later.
January, 2014 – a traditionally slow news period is
completely dominated by calls to “end the carnage”.
5 February, 2014 – Premier O’Farrell caves to pressure from
mainstream media and the public to address the supposed
‘epidemic’ of violence engulfing Sydney, introducing 1:30am
lockout and 3am cessation regulations for the CBD and Kings
Cross.
April, 2014 – Barry O’Farrell resigns to avoid corruption
allegations, ironically involving a bottle of grog.
August, 2014 – the Independent Liquor & Gaming Authority’s
(ILGA) Micheil Brodie announces Crown has been awarded the
casino licence after “one of the fastest assessments of a casino
applicant in history”.
ILGA’s chief executive also reported directions from the
NSW Government to fast-track the probity process. The
investigation was completed in just three months; the licence
for The Star took close to 12 months.
Crown’s proposition was to operate a VIP-only gaming facility
from November, 2019. It would pay $100 million up front for
the licence, although an alternative arrangement could have
been adopted by the NSW Government that would have
amounted to $250 million.

fuelled violence”. Annastacia Palazczuk pronounced it a
personal mission to combat the fighting taking place in
entertainment precincts.
The parallels with New South Wales were uncanny. Right
down to the unexplained exemption of Queensland’s four
casinos (Brisbane, Gold Coast, Cairns, Townsville) and two
more on the way (second casinos for Brisbane and Cairns).
Unlike the sudden and haphazard introduction of the lockout
laws in NSW, the Sunshine State’s looming guillotine is
falling slowly and not without hindrance. The Opposition
and independent MPs have threatened to block the minority
Government’s introduction of the Bill, and seeing the
devastation in Sydney, industry and the public have rallied
against a curfew on late-night precincts.
Meanwhile in NSW, O’Farrell’s replacement – the outwardly
Christian and moralistic Mike Baird – has inherited what has
become a political hot potato: the broader effects of trade
restriction and falling patronage in Sydney.
The review into the effectiveness of the restrictions was
mandated for two years after their introduction. Deputy
Premier Troy Grant has announced this will be overseen by
former High Court Justice, the Hon. Ian Callinan AC QC. The
review is expected to hand down its report in August of this
year.
But Baird, the face of the ultimate decision on whether
to amend or scrap the restrictions, openly states it would
“take a lot to change his mind”. Far from sympathetic to the
devastation caused by drops in patronage around 80 per cent,
as per the report by City of Sydney, and the dozens of mostly
innocent businesses that have gone bankrupt in Kings Cross
alone, Baird sees the changes as “a policy that is so clearly
improving this city”.

The South China Post reported the significance of the deal,
given Packer and Crown’s interests in Macau. The publication
spoke of Packer’s agreeing to a higher tax rate, being “so
confident of his ability to generate massive profits from the
casino”.
Importantly, the Crown model sought to increase Australia’s
share of the Chinese high-roller market from 2.5 to 4 per cent.
This goal is underpinned by a new streamlined Australian
visa process available to guests of the casino. Applications are
expedited on the understanding the casinos will ‘vet’ guests in
advance.
The high-roller stipulation is likely to operate similarly to
Crown’s Melbourne casino, where visitors may take packages
on promise of wagering A$10,000 or more.

Under Review
The end of 2015 saw another two unprovoked violent attacks
kill innocent individuals – this time in Brisbane, and in a far
shorter timeframe.
Timing was ideal for the shaky Queensland Government to
push its already-introduced agenda of “addressing alcohol-

proposed new Echo casino complex and hotels in Brisbane
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Follow the money
The emotive and complex nature of the debate over alcohol,
societal violence, personal freedoms and beliefs, make a
perfect environment for a hidden agenda.
Unemployed bartenders, social advocates and business
owners compete with opportunistic media and political
mouthpieces. The result is waters muddied beyond
recognition and no change affected. Except by the
powerbrokers, who continue to achieve their goals.
The mud can make it very hard to discern what may be really
going on at the bottom of the harbour. Sometimes all we can
see are the ripples that surface where none should be.
The Thomas Kelly Foundation appears to have an
ambiguous relationship with the casinos: both The Star and
Crown Resorts are major sponsors, as is the Packer Family
Foundation.
Ralph Kelly has been the driver of the charitable foundation’s
seemingly tireless media and social media presence. This
perhaps peaked with his youngest son trotted out to declare
that “Australia was an alcoholic”.
Ralph’s wife, Kathy Kelly, has become a successful and
expensive motivational speaker, promoting her services and
courageous story far and wide.
But perhaps most incongruous with the Kelly story is Ralph’s
directorship at Hemisphere Hospitality Solutions – a company
that specialises in the marketing of hotels and resorts, which
includes casinos, and almost exclusively operations that do
business selling alcohol.
While this may all be coincidence, it does raise the question
of why a family that has been devastated, supposedly by
the consequences of booze, is in the business of promoting
licensed operations and being sponsored by casinos.
Similarly not without issue is Crown’s plan to increase the
small slice of Chinese gambling dollars coming to Australia.
It is widely known that Chinese high-rollers typically enlist
the services of tour operators to bankroll their trips in foreign

gambling cities – to specifically circumvent the government’s
currency laws; no more than HK$25,000 can be taken out of
the country, which is merely one third of the kind of money
needed to qualify for high-roller packages at the likes of
Crown Melbourne.
Problematically, these tour operators seem to regularly have
connections with international crime organisations. The
Nevada State Gaming Control Board, which oversees the
world’s largest casino destination, Las Vegas, last year reported
ongoing concerns about money-laundering in US casinos to
the US-China Economic and Security Review Commission.
These are the casino guests that are to be eligible for fasttracked visas, on the basis of vetting by the intended host.
China is currently undergoing a massive crack-down on
corruption that has rocked its stockmarkets and sparked global
rumours of figure-fudging in its GDP growth. Macau has seen
drops in gaming revenue in the region of 25 per cent, and
there has been a decline in high-roller junket tours.
It is in this context that Crown’s gargantuan Barangaroo
development is undergoing planning changes. The original
plan positioned the majestic tower over the water. When
O’Farrell vetoed this plan the operator was given greater
flexibility with developer LendLease to build a bigger, better
structure that is (currently) 100 metres taller than the original,
with more than double the floorspace of the initial design;
77,500 m² - up from 33,000. The cost of construction has risen
from $1bn to $2bn.
However last year the Department of Planning NSW offered
conditional approval requiring the ‘podium’ where the casino
floors are to be located to move back from the water. Cited
were concerns that the complex will dominate the public
space and constrict the harbour walkway.
Somehow, although the entire casino could be positioned
over the water, the walkway cannot.
The development’s history of negotiation raises the notion
that there may be a future benefit to shifting the footprint of
the building a few metres.
Further thickening the plot, Packer’s CPH is currently seeking
investors to help raise the $5bn required to fully privatise
Crown Resorts.
And in a spectacular Freudian slip, the head of St Vincents
Emergency, star of Kings Cross ER and recent Senior Australian
of the Year recipient – said on Q&A that late-night revellers
looking to get drunk “can go to the casino”. Despite wellprotected statistics suggesting The Star has seen a major
rise in incidents since the lockout introduction, the man
championing the benefits of lockouts in Kings Cross believes
revellers should go to the house of gambling.

Barangaroo casino podium and walkway.
Image: YouTube – Barangaroo flyover
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Perhaps investors are being briefed on the potential for Crown
to help rebuild Sydney – now ripe for opportunity after
the collapse of its hotel industry. And waiting in the wings,
Queensland is politically prepared for the next instalment of
Casino Capers.

OUTBACK & PROUD

Einasleigh Pub.
No need to hurry

If you’d like to own a pub,
but you don’t want to
be too busy …
Scott Millman & Brad Gunn
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OUTBACK & PROUD
Open 12ish … for a while

no signs of life. The blackboard at the front door caught my

I was on my way to Georgetown in far north Queensland to

“Open 12ish for a while. Check out the back as I maybe doing

do some gold prospecting. I wasn’t in any particular hurry,
because I really didn’t expect to find anything.
So I stopped off to check out the first pub – possibly the first
building – that I’d seen for a couple of hundred kilometres. It
was a hot day, and there was not much going on in town.
Well, to be honest, there isn’t really an actual town. At least
not one that I saw. There is the Einasleigh Hotel. (Pronounced:
Eye-n-slee – as I was corrected by mine host ‘Starty’ … when I
eventually found him.)
I parked the ‘Cruiser across the road, pulled out the camera
and banged off a couple of shots before wandering over to the
pub.
I was thinking “Should I have a beer? I still have a couple of
hundred kilometres to drive”. Out front was a Troopie with its
bonnet up. Someone’s in trouble, I thought. Other than that,
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attention.
maintanence. Starty”
PS – the pub’s for sale, or words to that effect. I don’t wear a
watch, so I had no idea if the pub was open. I took some more
pics on the front veranda and went inside.
I wandered around the bar for a couple of minutes, gazing at
the hieroglyphics surrounding an amazing collection of stuff
hanging from the walls and ceiling. Someone has a lot of time
on their hands.
I heard a cough, and called ‘toodles’ across the dining room in
search of the lifeform. On his hands and knees sorting through
a pile of paperwork spread across the floor I found Alan Start,
licensee of one of Australia’s most remote pubs.
“Oh, g’day! Won’t be a mo,” said Starty.
“No hurry, mate. I’m a photo journalist, and I’ve been doing a
series on outback pubs. This one looks pretty outback.”

OUTBACK & PROUD

From the horses’ mouth

great family weekend that brings hundreds of folks to ‘town’

We wandered back towards the main bar, on the way through

“So, I guess that’s the highlight weekend for your business,

admiring an amazing collection of miniature furniture that
Starty proudly showed as his Dad’s handiwork, made years
before. In the front bar we had a bit of a yarn about the pub.
Seems that this was an average sort of day. It might get busy
later, but it might not too. When the mining companies get
active things start to jump. There are 10 rooms upstairs, and
sometimes they’re full.
Seems that in its heyday, Einasleigh was a bustling little town
with a hospital, school, butcher, baker and five* pubs.
(*Further research says only three pubs, but I’m game to quote
the last surviving publican, coz publicans know everything.)
When the copper mining industry closed down, all the
buildings were broken down for their raw materials and used
for building on local stations.
But every Easter, Einasleigh comes alive for two days, with a

from all around.
Starty?”
“Nah! Too hard. The cops park down the road and breatho’
everyone. Law says I have to supply meals, so I’d have to
employ people. No, I close the pub and take the weekend off.”
It seems organizers of the weekend arrange a special licence,
and run a bar at the racetrack, about 300 metres from the pub.
“So, what’s the problem with the Troopie out front?”
“Oh, that’s mine,” explains Starty. “It was overheating and I
popped the bonnet last week … gotta get around to sorting it
out.”
I had decided that I didn’t want a beer since I had to keep
driving. Besides, Starty didn’t ask anyway. So I got back on the
road to knock over another few hundred k’s.
PS: Never did find any gold, either.

rodeo, and gymkhana (horse racing) just down the road. A
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